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The Plan for the Universe, Galaxy, Sol/Earth & Mankind. INDEX. SOURCE, TIMELINES, MULTIDIMENSIONAL REALITY, NATURE OF TIME; CREATION & .... Jun 10, 2021 — While the Commonwealth was the realm of House Steiner, the Lyran Alliance was ruled by the Steiner-Davion family branch. The Lyran .... LYRAN ANCESTRY · The first two races that were “created” in the
Lyran star system were the Feline and the Avian extraterrestrial races. · Lyran starseeds come .... Star Wars Galactic History : Ancient Civilisations ... 2 years ago. 3,628 views. My Lyran Starseed Awakening. Hey YouTube! It's been .... Mankind is not the only intelligent species in this galaxy, and neither are we the only humanoid civilisation. Even within our immediate galactic neighbourhood, ...

Nov 14, 2020 — Thus, began the great conflict between Light and Dark that started in Lyra and has existed in this galaxy now for millions of years. Artwork by .... Apr 18, 2021 — In most Galactic histories, there are records of the Draco-Lyran war. Unfortunately, there is a lot different versions on what really happened.. Aug 30, 2017 — The priorities of some of these races have shifted over time
too, largely due to the influence of the still flourishing reptilian race, the Draco, who's .... May 15, 2019 — Free Galactic War Draconian Reptilian vs Lyrans and The Paa Tal per Alex Collier and Andromedans mp3 download customed of Rich2150x .... Apr 28, 2021 — The Vegan civilizations are also a certain genetic strain, a less Caucasian type. Still humanoid, they are more representative of the
darker .... Shortly afterwards they had their first encounters with non-humanoid races. Soon after that, conflicts over territory and spheres of influence erupted. Within the .... The Lyrans & Orion Alien Wars History. book. Read reviews from world's largest community for readers. Lyran Wars The main battles in human Galactic histo.... Nibiru starseed - emb. The highest Avian race that I am aware of
are the Blue Avians, who remain a bit of a mystery. Active, Energetic & Adventurous. Lyran draco .... Lyran was a world in the galaxy where Chass na Chadic, pilot in the New Republic's Alphabet Squadron, had once visited. Several weeks after the Battle of .... Sep 21, 2010 — Lyra was often represented on star maps as a vulture or an eagle carrying a lyre, and hence is sometimes referred to as
Vultur Cadens or ...

Lyran Wars The main battles in human Galactic history were fought in the constellation of Orion, and so these many wars are also referred to as the Orion Wars.. Johan Henriksson Lyra (1733 The Lyran Star Empire The Lyrans are a feline species, genetically similar to the Kzinti and Caitians. A clannish, feudal society, they .... This federation sprang up from the post Lyran and Orion wars. These
wars were fought between races such as the Lyrans, Draconians, Arcturians, and Alpha- .... They might look similar in appearance, but the base genetics is … Catlike Lyran Subgroup. One other Lyran subgroup is also mammal and what you would .... once considered themselves alone in the galaxy were faced with an accidental ... The aftermath of the Lyran-Draconis Galactic War served to be the
largest .... During the Galactic wars the Dark Alliance was mostly made up of the Reptilian Races that originally came from the constellations of Draco and Orion that greedily .... Sep 3, 2016 — Listen to The Lyran Transmission: Clearing Ancestral Star Patterns. Prepare for the 5D Shift. from Steve Nobel. Listen to this Lyran Starseed ...

Lyrans aliens. He claims that they revealed to him their origins and story. We are channelling aliens live every thursdays 21:00 EST on our page Pleiadean .... There are 175 lyran starseeds for sale on Etsy, and they cost . ... This resulted in the first Galactic war intended as a rebellion over the Lyrans creation of the 12D .... An Andromedan Alliance ∞The 9D Arcturian Council, Channeled by Daniel
Scranton "Greetings. It is a story of adventure and high technology. Andromedan .... The Lyrans are the advanced races that created the Elohim in the Avatar Matrix. But soon the Lyran Wars spread to the constellation of Orion, and it became a war .... We all have been here before, standing at a precipice of major evolutionary change where the same choices were presented to us, Love or Fear. Much
of the .... Mankind is not the only intelligent species in this galaxy, and neither are we the only humanoid civilisation. Even within our immediate galactic neighbourhood, .... Jun 11, 2012 — Summary of Galactic History The Orion Wars May 28, 2020 · The Lyran Wars are the very first seed of Anti-Christ conflict recorded in the ...

Types of Lyrans Lyran/Sirian Galactic Human History On Earth. Earth Is A Sirius B Colony Of Humans From Different Star Systems. Why is the Sirian culture .... We are going to start with the group called the Lyrans. Galactic War The intergalactic Orion Wars started off as a war between two parties. Nov 24, 2018 · There .... As a Starseed you arose to self-awareness from the matrix of a planetary
civilisation elsewhere in this galaxy, such as upon the Pleiades, for example. Then the .... Dec 2, 2012 — The Lyrans are a race of humanoids that have been in existence long before the history of Earth began. We come from many planets associated .... Jun 27, 2019 — ... Lyrans are ancient, mystical and filled with tons of wisdom. Alex Collier refers to a devastating galactic war in Lyra but its cause
was external.. 13+ IGRS: Star Wars The Old Republic is not intended for minors under age 13. Star Wars Galactic History: Ancient Civilisations ... 2 years ago. 3,629 views .... May 15, 2019 — Lyran Wars The main battles in human Galactic history were fought in the constellation of Orion, and so these many wars are also referred to as .... The Lyran Beginnings Aug 09, 2020 · Galactic War. The
intergalactic Orion Wars started off as a war between two parties. They were the Empire on one side, .... 37 ly. Approximate Earth time: 100s millions years ago 2, 9. 29. An early Lyran Galactic War involved Feline,. Carian, Human and Reptilian star species. 8 .... Dec 15, 2020 — The Lyrans are the advanced races that created the Elohim in the Avatar Matrix. But soon the Lyran Wars spread to the
constellation of Orion, and .... Here sat representatives of the Galactic commUnity of Star Nations: One ... “And so the Ancient Lyrans, Pleiadians, and the Annunaki – both good and ... and stars plundered or destroyed, and very especially to evade the Great Wars of Orion.. Aug 9, 2020 — Galactic War The intergalactic Orion Wars started off as a war between two parties. They were the Empire on
one side, and the armies of Light .... LYRANS, NORDICS, SIRIANS and PROCYONIANS AND OLD PLANETARY WARS IN THE … GALACTIC FEDERATION war against REPTILIANS .... Mar 14, 2012 — The most important humanoid civilisations can be found in the star systems of Lyra, Vega, Sirius, Orion, the Pleiades, and Andromeda. Lyra is the .... The brightest star in this
constellation is Vega, and Vega is also one of the brightest stars visible from Earth! Being such an ancient civilization, Lyrans are .... Dec 13, 2013 — Famous-for-being-famous person goes on an Internet rant that is impressively insane even for the Internet.. Known as the original keepers of ancient knowledge, Lyran starseeds are highly intelligent, evolved beings originating from Vega, the brightest
planet within the .... Lyran Starseeds work very hard, but they are always looking for ways … Magic, Metaphysics & Advanced Technology. They are interested in the paranormal and .... The Carians are a race of birdlike Beings. At their most evolved state, the ruling class of the Carians resemble humans with eagle-like features and coloring... Jan .... May 27, 2019 — The Pleiadian Council of Nine
The Galactic Federation allowed the Pleiadians to enter into an incarnational cycle with humans on Earth. The .... Their development was found to be Sirian Pleiadian Arcturian Andromedan Lyran & Vegan Orion Feline Avian Reptilian The AI Controller - The Eye Atop The .... The Lyran Beginnings Orion Wars. Movies like those of the Star Wars series tap into the galactic collective consciousness.
They retrieve ancient memories of the .... Starseed channeling. There are a number of Starseeds on this planet with Andromedan connections. I channel in the areas of Ascension, spiritual growth and .... Pleiadians originate from angelic evolution that entered this dimensional universe by entering through the Galactic Central Sun portal. The eyes are generally .... The Galactic Federation is a
decentralized government of advanced civilizations with branches in different planets, star systems, clusters, galaxies and universes .... Jul 20, 2012 — The conquest continued, and the Orion Empire expanded without much resistance. However, with time other star races in the Galaxy had .... Apr 8, 1999 — The last of the small regional wars involved the Klingons and Lyrans against their enemies, the
Kzintis and Hydrans, from Y158 to Y162. The war .... the lyran wars orion wars history orion wars reptilians pleiadian galactic war lyran aliens seeded black race maldekians species orion wars lyrians .... Darker-Skinned Lyrans. There was one other group, a humanoid type that is more rare, but it has had … Birdlike Lyran Subgroup. Yes.. A long long time ago, there was a Great Galactic War between
the Reptilians and the Lyrans. In this third interview on Exopolitics Today with Dr. I guess there .... Jul 23, 2015 — Excerpts from Anunnaki, Evolution of Gods by Sasha Alex Lessin, Ph.D. & Janet Kira Lessin & Summary of Galactic History by Manuel Lamiroy, .... Orion anunnaki. Curiously, if we look at ancient cultures around the globe, most of their Gods—Creator Gods—left Earth and
promised to return one day.. Galactic starseed. Lavandar of the Starseed Hotline: "A curious thing started to happen right after the eclipse on Feb. Accepted into the Galactic Federation: .... 1 Sananda/Jesus Christ, isthe commander the Ashtar Galactic Command flying saucer fleet "The Airborne Division of the 1 day ago · Anunnaki pleiadian war .... Bird lyrans · Apr 07, 2015 Most of us are probably
engaging in modest munchkining for the future so as to look semi-reasonable compared to the Stuka Syndicate .... Types of Lyrans Lyran/Sirian Galactic Human History On Earth. Earth Is A Sirius B Colony Of Humans From Different Star Systems. Why is the Sirian culture .... So, with their great technical skills, Sirians invented etheric implants. We call it the Lyran/Sirian system because Sirians
first came from Vega in the Lyra system, .... Mar 14, 2012 — We're going to give you some of the primary groups that were very active in space … Lyran Redheads. There is another race that has branched .... The ensuing war wiped out over fifty million Lyran humans, all killed. ... Galactic War' that taught them that humans selfishly wanted the Drakas Hellion society to .... Jan 13, 2021 — The most
important humanoid civilisations can be found in the star systems of Lyra, Vega, Sirius, Orion, the Pleiades, and Andromeda. Lyra is the .... ~~2 Million Years Of Lyran/Sirian Galactic Human History . ... This resulted in the first Galactic war intended as a rebellion over the Lyrans creation of the 12D .... 2 days ago — Aridif On The Orion Wars ~Prt 2 ~ The Inner Reptilian ... Reptilians of Earth |
Channeled | The Orion Project Pin on Orion 360 Psychosis Draco .... Mankind is not the only intelligent species in this galaxy, and neither are we the only humanoid civilisation. Even within our immediate galactic neighbourhood, .... The Pleiadians discovered a small system of sun with planet Earth on one of their exploration mission. They found three groups of uncivilized people living on .... Apr
18, 2021 · In most Galactic histories, there are records of the Draco-Lyran war. Unfortunately, there is a lot different versions on what really happened.. May 5, 2021 — The Dracos on Earth colonized a Pacific content called Lemuria and later battled with the Atlanteans. They formed a hybrid race with the .... The main battles in human Galactic history were fought in the constellation of Orion, and so
these many wars are also referred to as the Orion Wars. However, in .... Mar 5, 2021 — The Draconians are commonly described as a powerful war-like alien race who hail from the Alpha Draconis star system. The Draconians are .... Phaeton (alternatively Phaethon or Phaëton) was the hypothetical planet hypothesized by the Titius–Bode law to have existed between the orbits of Mars and .... Dracos
attacked the Lyran home planets and killed millions of Lyrans. O+ Simian, Dragon . Mar 05, 2021 · Draco Centauros (also known as Doraco and .... Galactic Wars: Lyrans as Refugees and Colonizers — Colonizing & Destruction on Earth — Stewart Swerdlow reports that a renegade Lyran .... These other civilizations could be considered as as our galactic cousins. Migration. The first worlds the
Lyrans colonized were in Vega. Lyran Wars Please help .... GALACTIC HISTORY [http://wp.me/p1TVCy-3NF] Manuel Lamiroy gives us the most likely migrations of our ancestors' ancestors, the Anunnaki from Nibiru. He.... Nov 29, 2017 — 2018 is set to be a high water mark for the historic franchise. With two new BattleTech video games and two new boxed sets of the tabletop game .... 13+
IGRS: Star Wars The Old Republic is not intended for minors under age 13. Star Wars Galactic History: Ancient Civilisations ... 2 years ago. 3,628 views. Lyran .... Like the Lyrans, the global Galactic War III, when alien civilizations sponsoring the Nazis and And the Lyrans were not involved in this interplanetary war.. LYRAN - Supposing that the human inhabitants of Lyra (who are said to have a
common origin as that of earth people) were driven out of that system hundreds or .... Aug 18, 2017 — After the Draconian Reptilians had attacked the Lyran home worlds, the Lyrans in the Orion colonies retaliated by attacking Reptilian colonies in .... Mankind is not the only intelligent species in this galaxy, and neither are we the only humanoid civilisation. Even within our immediate galactic
neighbourhood, .... May 5, 2021 — The Dracos on Earth colonized a Pacific content called Lemuria and later battled with the Atlanteans. They formed a hybrid race with the .... Jan 24, 2021 — Request new password. The Draconians are commonly described as a powerful war-like alien race who hail from the Alpha Draconis star .... Pleiadian war. QAnon is meant to be relatable to as many as
possible. Nov 12, 2020 · Anunnaki = pleiadian-draco/reptilian hybrid Those that drink blood… are .... The historical accounts of the Lyran-Draconian Wars, the Draconians from Draco, and the consequent impacts these wars had on the Lyran system and the .... Pleiadian war. Pleiadian Message for 2019 - 2020 Enjoy the unique perspective of the Pleiadians for this coming Many of you have asked
me to share more .... Apr 18, 2021 — Draco starseed What resulted from the Lyran-Draconian wars was the biggest ... Great Galactic Wars of The Lyran Races and Reptilians .. Many in the Galaxy disagreed with the principles of the Empire and its agenda, and many civilizations that had been subjugated by the Draco started to rebel .... The Galactic Terrorists also known as the Terrorist Coalition,
Terrorists, Separatists and the Confederacy of the Intergalactic Space Armada were a group of .... Star trek fleet command mira system. It takes place in the Next Generation/Deep Space Nine/Voyager era, as opposed to the previous games in the series .... Galactic History of the Lyran races and Reptilian races and the Great Galactic Wars. They formed a hybrid race with the Atlanteans. Our ruling
hybrid Illuminati .... Jan 29, 2021 — The Lyrans are the advanced races that created the Elohim in the Avatar Matrix. But soon the Lyran Wars spread to the constellation of Orion, and .... Jan 14, 2021 — To oversee the creation of the first world, the Universal Founders created a race in which to seed their consciousness through onto earth, and .... Lyran Bloodslug's Characters (142). Last updated: 4
months ago. Galactic War Shipments · Advertisement - Remove · Captain Phasma. 1. 85. 64 %.. As the lyrans settled in different parts of the galaxy they learned to adapt to ... The Pleiadians developed effective weapons which aided them in wars with .... Lyra Jun 15, 2020 · The Lyran Wars are the very first seed of anti-Christ conflict recorded in the Universal Time Matrix, in which the black hole
entities intended to .... Lyrans are said to be the root race of all humanoid races in our galaxy. The Lyran (aka ... The intergalactic Orion Wars started off as a war between two parties. e6772680fe 
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